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Tufts study highlights problems
with global warming in Florida

Closing out the semester

by

Dan Pasternack
Daily Staff Writer

daily file photo

Tufts Community Union (TCU) senators met Sunday night for the last time this semester. For more information about the Senate’s work, see “Semester in Review” on page 2.

Schools, homes and nuclear reactors in parts of Florida
are all in jeopardy due to
global
warming,
according to a study conducted by
the Global Development and
Environment Institute (GDAE)
at Tufts.
Written by Drs. Elizabeth
Stanton and Frank Ackerman,
the study, entitled “Florida and
Climate Change: The Costs of
Inaction,” projects $345 billion worth of damages per year
by the year 2100 should nothing be done to turn back the
effects of global warming.
The authors expect sea
levels to rise about 27 inches by the 2060s, flooding a
region known as the vulnerable zone. This zone includes
many coastal areas of Florida,
including the majority of
the Everglades, portions of
Miami and Jacksonville, Cape

Canaveral and the entirety of
the Keys.
According to the study, 1,025
places of worship, 334 public
schools, 74 airports, 3,401 hazardous material cleanup sites
and two nuclear reactors could
be among the casualties.
The
advocacy
group
Environmental Defense funded the research, and Jerry
Karnas, the group’s Florida climate project director, said the
focus on that state is appropriate.
“Florida is a critical state in
terms of building momentum
and support for national climate policy,” he said.
Ackerman agreed. “Florida is
one of the states most affected
by climate change,” he said.
Though the study was
released only a few weeks ago,
it has already had an effect
on environmental policy in
the Sunshine State. Ackerman
see CLIMATE CHANGE, page 2

OneSource bought out Tufts paid $200,000 to lobbying firm
by ABM Industries Inc. last year in the hope of getting funding
by

Ben Gittleson

Daily Staff Writer

ABM Industries Incorporated,
a facility services contractor, acquired OneSource in
November. According to officials at OneSource and ABM,
the change in ownership will
have no effect on the custodial
services provided to Tufts.
“It’s not going to have any
impact [in] the foreseeable
future,” said Dale Tunstall, the
project manager for OneSource’s
office at Tufts.
OneSource Services Inc.,
based in Atlanta, Ga., has 31,000
employees nationwide and
nearly 200 on Tufts’ Medford/
Somerville, Boston and Grafton
campuses. In addition to providing janitorial services to the
university, it offers snow removal and certain on-call maintenance services such as flood
cleanup.
Tunstall said that ABM’s status as a leading facility services
company will help OneSource in
the future. According to ABM’s
Web site, the company has over
75,000 employees and its fiscal 2006 revenues exceeded $2.7
billion.
“ABM is a much larger company than OneSource,” he said.
“[The acquisition is] just going
to enable OneSource to have
that much more support.”
But according to Tunstall, the
additional help will not be as
significant in the Boston area.
“In this part of the country,
OneSource is much larger than
ABM,” he said. “Right here, we’ve

always had all the resources
we’ve needed.”
ABM, based in San Francisco,
announced the acquisition of
OneSource for $365 million in
cash in early October. It completed the merger on Nov. 14,
and OneSource ceased trading
on the London Stock Exchange
the same day.
As a result of the change in
ownership, “the combined company will operate under the
ABM name,” ABM said in a press
release.
OneSource employees at Tufts
will not see any marked change
in their work, and there will be
no layoffs or changes in leadership.
“Clients should really see no
differences whatsoever,” ABM
spokesman Douglas Kiker told
the Daily. “It will be the same
people working for now.”
According to Tunstall, Tufts’
OneSource workers are members of a union, and thus should
have no reason to worry about
their contracts being affected as
a result of the merger. He said
that ABM has met with Tufts
officials in order to assure them
that there would be no difference in the services provided.
Many OneSource employees
on the Medford/Somerville campus have not even been made
aware of the change. Those who
have, however, said they are
confident that the merger will
not have a large impact on their
work.
“So far, everything’s the same,”
said Tony Cordeiro, an uphill
shift supervisor for OneSource.

by Sarah

Butrymowicz

Daily Editorial Board

A portion of Tufts’ budget each
year goes to a completely different
Hill. In 2006, the university spent
$200,000 to contract lobbying firms
that petition Congress for funding.
Between 1998 and 2005, Tufts’
lobbying expenditures averaged
$201,625 per year, according to
the Web site OpenSecrets.org. This
spending peaked at $320,000 in
2000 and reached its lowest point
in 2003, when the university spent
$60,000.
In 2006, Tufts paid the O’Connor
and Hannan law firm $160,000
to lobby, while Quinn, Gillespie
and Associates received the
other $40,000. James English of
O’Connor and Hannan serves as
Tufts’ eyes and ears in Washington,
D.C., according to Vice President of
University Relations Mary Jeka.
Beneficiaries of federal funding include the Jean Mayer USDA
Human Nutrition Research
Center on Aging (HNRCA) and the
Cummings School of Veterinary
Medicine. The HNRCA, for example, is maintained by the approximately $15 million dollars of federal funding it receives each year.
Keeping or increasing that current level of federal funding “is a
very high priority for the university,” Jeka said.
Meanwhile, the Cummings
School receives a constant flow
of Congressional funds, about
$500,000 each year. The Cummings
School is currently involved in lobbying for the Veterinary Public
Health Workforce Expansion Act, a
bill that would provide $1.5 billion
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Was it a protest against co-ed
housing or a simple stress reliever? The Daily looks at the mysterious origins of Tufts’ favorite
naked tradition.

Women’s basketball sets
a record for programbest start at 9-0 with
win over Wellesley.

see FEATURES, page 3

see SPORTS, back page

over 10 years to beef up veterinary
education and ensure that more
veterinarians become engaged
in public health and biomedical
research jobs.
“That’s an important initiative for all veterinary schools,”
Cummings School Dean Deborah
Kochevar said. “The government
hasn’t put substantial money into
veterinary education since the
1970s.”
She said that because 70 percent
of all new and emerging diseases in the past 20 years are transferred from animals to people, this
funding is becoming increasingly
important.
Some of the Cummings School’s
federal funding comes from the
Department of Defense, which
sponsors financial aid programs.
The Cummings School also petitions Congress for funding to continue its Azuluna veal project. This
veal is unique because it comes
from calves whose quality of life
is improved through their interactions with dairy cows, which
Kochevar said serve as “surrogate
mom[s].”
After last year’s Democratic
takeover of Congress, the possibility arose that some of the perennially funded projects would lose
their support.
“The whole system for earmarking sort of got turned upside
down,” Kochevar said.
“Earmarks are being reduced in
the current year budget because
of political pressure coming, ironically, from the Republicans, who
used them quite well,” Political
Science Professor Jeffery Berry
said. “President Bush is trying to

show some fiscal discipline [and]
the Democrats in Congress are trying to show discipline.”
While the future of federal funding for Tufts is in question, the university also has other governmental connections. The Cummings
School, for example, received $5.3
million last year from the state legislature, according to Jeka. She said
it is very common for other veterinary schools to get similar local
funding.
The Cummings School secures
this money at least in part
through an agreement with the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
to reserve half of the 80 annual
slots for in-state students.
“We get money if we do that,”
Jeka said. “The number goes up
and down just depending on different issues with the state.”
As with the federal level, Tufts
also employs lobbyists to secure
local funding. The university relies
primarily on the Brennan Group,
which is located in Boston.
According to Jeka, higher education institutes are usually involved
in lobbying activities. Some schools
even have offices in Washington.
“Given budgetary constraints,
we’ve decided it would be too
expensive to open an office,” she
said.
Most local schools spend at
least some money on lobbying
each year, and some have outpaced Tufts. Harvard University
spent $340,000 in federal lobbying efforts last year and Boston
University spent $480,000, both
more than Tufts, while MIT spent
$160,804 and Boston College set
aside $40,000.
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									Semester in Review
Of court dates and SIM cards
This semester began in the shadow of last
spring’s massacre at Virginia Tech and sexual
assault spree near campus.
The Cambridge Superior Court arraigned
Nicholas Chacon in August for the assaults.
He was arrested in May, and at his arraignment he was charged with aggravated rape,
kidnapping, assault with a dangerous weapon, assault with intent to rape and indecent
assault and battery on a person over 14 years
of age.
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Busted
Tufts has been no stranger to controversy this fall. It began early when
students found out that former Office
of Residential Life and Learning
Administrative Assistant Kenneth Hall
was convicted over the summer as a
sex offender.
Local police had been investigating
Hall since 2004 under the suspicion
that he gave a 12-year-old girl a cell
phone so that she could take nude pictures of herself.
Hall was found guilty on counts of
posing a child in a state of nudity, possession of child pornography, child
enticement and possession of marijuana.
Later in the semester, the community learned that Director of Student
Activities Jodie Nealley was fired for
allegedly embezzling $300,000 from
the university. She has admitted to taking a portion of that money, and the
Middlesex County district attorney’s
office is investigating her. Tufts’ Audit
and Management Advisory Services
Office is also examining her activities.
Nealley was involved with a number of on-campus groups, and student
leaders were stunned to hear about the
embezzlement.
“I never had any suspicion,” TCU
Treasurer Evan Dreifuss said. “This was
completely out of the blue, and it was a
shock.”
—by Marc Raifman

pointed to me — [but] I’m like, ‘Oh, I don’t
want to start one of these Facebook groups,’”
he said while recounting his state of mind
when he asked the two perpetrators for the
card.
TCU senators and Tufts University Police
Department officers (see right) tried to find
ways to prevent situations like this during
their annual Safety Walk last month. They discussed ways to improve lighting, crosswalks
and technology.
—by Marc Raifman

In response to Virginia Tech, the administration began to use Send Word Now, which
can contact members of the community
should there be an emergency. When testing
the software, the administration successfully
reached 15,518 people through SMS messages, phone calls and e-mails.
Students were also reminded about oncampus safety after junior Jason Safer was
robbed at gunpoint. He had his wallet and cell
phone taken, but not his SIM card.
“I don’t know why — they have a gun
Hear ye, hear ye
Biologist Lynn Margulis delivered the
Richard E. Snyder Presidential Lecture in
October, presenting her views about evolution.
Her theory, which was once very controversial, holds that many early life forms
took shape and developed not as independently evolving organisms, but as
symbiotically interacting individuals.
Margulis has found herself in contention with neo-Darwinists. “I am not a neoDarwinist,” she said. “I am a Darwinist.”
Professor Stephen Walt (see right) of
Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government
came to the Hill in November to argue that
the Israel lobby has a disproportionate
influence on American policies.
“Today, unconditional support for Israel
helps fuel our terrorist problem and makes
it harder, not easier, to deal with problems
in the area,” Walt said. “The special relationship is now a strategic liability.”
Also in November, Director of the
Institute for Global Leadership (IGL)
Sherman Teichman and Political Science
Professor Robert Devigne debated whether
or not active citizenship should be an integral part of the Tufts education. Sherman

Up, down and across the aisle
Students returned to the Hill this fall
to news that embattled Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales had resigned. His departure elicited an enthusiastic response from
the Bay State’s Congressional delegation.
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“I think all of us in the delegation are
on the record ... as urging Mr. Gonzales to
step down, so this is something that obviously we think is a good thing,” Rep. Jim
McGovern (D-Mass.) said.
The political fervor did not die down
during the rest of the semester, as both the
Tufts Democrats and Republicans were
quite active.
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advocated for an active citizenship curriculum, while Devigne was against it.
By the end of the debate, 64 audience
members voted for Devigne. Twenty-eight
supported Teichman and 20 abstained.
The Freethought Society also sponsored
a debate this fall. Tufts philosopher Daniel
Dennett and conservative author Dinesh
D’Souza squared off in December. The
question at hand was, “Is God a manmade
invention?” Dennett said yes and D’Souza
said no.
—by Lisa Granshaw

The Massachusetts Alliance of College
Republicans (MACR) held their annual
convention at Tufts in October. A number of high-profile GOP speakers, including Massachusetts Republican Party
Chairman Peter Torkildsen and former
Lieutenant Governor Kerry Healey, were in
attendance.
Democrats also joined Republicans
at the convention to debate gun control
and education. The debate (see left) took
place between two MARC members and
two members of the College Democrats
of Massachusetts (CDM). Junior Dan
Hartman, the president of the Tufts
Republicans, was happy with the debate.
“I think ... we’ll have more of these in the
future,” he said.
The Tufts Democrats, in turn,
hosted their third annual Issues of the
Future Symposium this month. Entitled
“Challenges and Dilemmas of U.S. CivilMilitary Relations in the 21st Century,” it
consisted of four panel discussions. Topics
discussed included private military contractors and higher education.
—by Lisa Granshaw

Environmental Defense use study to push for legislation
CLIMATE CHANGE
continued from page 1

made a trip there to brief Florida
Governor Charlie Crist, the state’s legislature and several environmental
agencies on what the study predicts.
The Tufts statistics were released
just a week after the Florida Chamber
of Commerce unveiled a study of
its own that explained the financial
impacts of climate change. The GDAE
study has even steeper projections

MARKETS

weather forecast

Yesterday’s close



5.69

about economic losses.
Still, the Tufts researchers admit
that there are no guarantees. “There
[is] a lot of uncertainty in climate
change,” Ackerman said. “[But] these
seem like reasonable forecasts.”
Florida’s economy, infrastructure,
ecosystem and weather will take the
strongest hit from climate change, but
the state will also feel other impacts.
“Some [of the damage can] go
beyond the four areas we can put a

Dow Jones
13,625.58



-2.87

2,706.16

price to,” Ackerman said.
Moving forward, Environmental
Defense wants to use the GDAE study
to push for state and national capand-trade legislation. Specifically,
Karnas hopes the research will shine
light on the flaws of inaction.
“This study’s main thrust was [that]
we have the ability to choose our destiny,” he said. “No matter which direction we choose, the status quo is not
[a good] option.”

Tuesday

Wednesday
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Resolved to...
The Tufts Community Union (TCU)
Senate announced three new committees
this semester: the Task Force on Student Life,
the Committee on the First-Year Experience
and the Committee on Alcohol Policy.
The Senate also conducted a survey of the
student body over a 21-day period from midOctober to early November. The 37-question
survey elicited responses from 1,327 students.

“It reaffirms what [I] already
believed. Wireless is no longer
a luxury on college campuses;
it’s now the norm.”
Neil DiBiase
TCU President

One question asked students to consider whether or not having a campus-wide
wireless network is an inconvenience. Only
7.2 percent of respondents said it is not an
inconvenience at all.
TCU President Neil DiBiase said that this
makes sense. “It reaffirms what [I] already
believed,” he said. “Wireless is no longer a
luxury on college campuses; it’s now the
norm.”
In all, the Senate passed four resolutions
this semester.
The first of these renamed the Senate’s
Professor of the Year Award. It will now be
called the “Dr. Gerald R. Gill Professor of
the Year Award” in honor of the late history
teacher who was its first recipient in 1999.
“Students at Tufts think he exemplified
what being a Tufts professor means,” DiBiase
said. “I think one of the best ways the Senate
can memorialize Professor Gill is to challenge
other faculty members to spread his legacy.”

Thursday

Today

Monday, December 10
Rain/Snow

Nasdaq
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Sunrise: 7:03 AM
Sunset: 4:11 PM
A mix of rain and freezing rain in
the morning, then cloudy with a
few rain showers late in the day.

Snow/Showers
36/34

Mostly Cloudy
42/23

Snow/Showers
40/25

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Mostly Sunny
39/23

Partly Cloudy
39/19

Mostly Cloudy
29/22

—by Bennett Kuhn

QUOTE OF THE DAY
“I thought maybe it
[NQR] would come and
go like many fads do,
but I think the moral of
the story is that college
kids like to run naked.
Seth Ammerman (A ’76)
early NQR participant
see page 3
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Charlotte Steinway | SOS

THE

NAKED

The lowdown on the
rundown

TRUTH

D

ear SOS,

As a current freshman, I am
definitely new to this NQR
		
business. First of all, why does
every Tufts publication refer to the said
event as the “Nighttime Quad Reception?”
Does that mean there will be refreshments?
Also, what is the general protocol for the
run? Thanks!
Sincerely,
		
Newbie Nudie

David Cohen/Tufts Daily

This year’s Nighttime Quad Reception (NQR) will take place tonight. Over the years, the NQR has evolved from a small, unorganized run to the event it is today.

NQR’s history marred in rumor and conjecture
by

Robin Carol

Alumnus Seth Ammerman (A ’76)
remembered participating in an early Naked
Quad Run in 1973.
“Streaking had been going on sporadically for a number of years at colleges around
the country but with individuals or small
groups,” he said. “This was the first one at
Tufts that was organized with hundreds and
hundreds of people and coed, which was
great, of course.”
Ammerman said that although some
of the runners were motivated by various
causes, the primary reason for organizing the
run was to provide an entertaining outlet for
various forms of stress.
“To tweak authority, some people said
that they were protesting different things,
and that was picked up by the media or the
[campus media] or the administration — for
peace, or against war or changes going on at
the university; things like dorm changes ...
but really those were not the main reasons
why people were doing it,” he said. “It was
just to get together and do something fun
and bond.”
McCarthy remembered various groups
streaking in the ’70s, but said that the Naked
Quad Run in its current form as a release
from exam nerves began in the early ’80s.
“In 1980, [students] made a thing about
the loud hour [during 23-hour quiet hours],

Daily Editorial Board

As the semester comes to a close and students get ready to take off for winter break,
they may first find themselves taking off
something else: their clothing.
Every student — even the purest, most
innocent freshman — has heard of Tufts’
Naked Quad Run, known by university
officials as the Nighttime Quad Reception
(NQR).
But the origins of this unique event are
less ubiquitous, full of rumor and often disputed among students.
One common story is that the event began
as a protest against co-ed dormitories.
“I’ve heard different rumors. One was that
it started when West Hall was all single sex
and was becoming coed, but I don’t know if
that’s just a myth that’s been created,” senior
Katie Winter said.
But according to alumni and officials who
were at Tufts when the tradition began, its
origins are far less concrete. TUPD Sergeant
Robert McCarthy, who has worked at Tufts
for 35 years, said that the first Naked Quad
Run had nothing to do with dorm policy.
“How that came out, I have no idea. It
started a long time before West Hall even
thought of becoming coed,” he said.

to make as much noise as you can. I was up
on the quad and come ten o’clock, people
were opening windows and putting speakers out,” McCarthy said. “They weren’t doing
anything wrong, but the noise travels on top
of that hill, and we got complaints all over
Medford and Somerville.”
The following year, to contain the symphonic noise, the administration encouraged students to run around the quad during
the one-hour reprieve from silence. A group
of students had a unique interpretation of
the instructions.
“Fifteen or 20 guys from West Hall came
out naked, ran once, went back in the dorm,
and that was it. They did it on the night of the
1981 reading period. After that, every year it
was the same thing,” McCarthy said.
When West Hall became coed in 1987, the
event grew in popularity.
“That year, the quad was packed with
people, and ten o’clock comes,” McCarthy
said. “At first, all you could hear was people
booing, and there were probably 50 guys
running. Then, right after, here comes 25 or
30 girls, and everyone starts cheering. Since
then, it got bigger and bigger every year.”
But bigger didn’t always mean better.
Naked Quad Run’s existence was in jeopardy
see NQR, page 4

Timeline: NQR’s history
The Naked Quad Run has evolved over the years, from small groups of student streakers to the large event, complete with police
control and hot cocoa, that it is today. Here is a brief history of one of Tufts’ most time-honored traditions:
1970s:
Sporadic streaking becomes
increasingly common at
colleges nationwide as students, motivated by the hippie movement of the 1960s,
are more open with their
bodies and more comfortable with nudity.

2003:
After outcry from students
about the potential death
of one of Tufts’ longeststanding traditions, the
university holds the first
Nighttime Quad Reception.
Police presence, free food
and other giveaways encourage students to be as safe as
possible during the run.

1973:

1980:

1981:

1987:

2002:

First organized
naked run at Tufts,
which involved
hundreds of co-ed
student streakers.

Students take advantage
of the loud hour during
reading period’s 23-hour
quiet hours, blasting
speakers and banging pots
together. Tufts receives
multiple noise complaints
from local residents.

Looking to avoid a repeat of the
noisy events of the previous year,
Tufts encourages students to
run around the quad as a stress
release during finals. When a
group of West Hall males decides
to run naked, NQR as we all
know it is born.

West Hall becomes co-ed,
and NQR’s popularity skyrockets as runners of both
sexes begin streaking. In
the next few years, the
event grows as a university tradition.

After several students are
hospitalized for intoxication
and injuries, newly inaugurated University President
Lawrence Bacow sends an
e-mail to the student body
declaring that the NQR is
too dangerous to continue.

2003:

2004:

Myspace.com is founded
Despite a large snowfall,
and grows in popularity
TUPD reports fewer injuries
as a social networking
and hospitalizations during the
site over the next few
run, according to Daily archives.
years. It allows users to
Though the second Nighttime
post photos and share
Quad Reception is hampered
them with friends, addby weather, which prevented
ing a new element —
planned student group perand a new worry — to
formances, it seems to have
the NQR.
increased safety.

October 2005:
Facebook.com increases in
popularity as a social networking tool for college students,
and allows students to upload
tag photos. Though the function does not allow pornographic or lewd pictures to be
uploaded, it increases concerns
for students running the event.

February 2005:

2006:

YouTube.com is
founded, allowing any
user with a camera to
post personal videos
and have them viewed
by thousands — and
as the site grows, by
hundreds of thousands
— of Web surfers.

Students run in the first
NQR in which both online
video and social networking sites are a concern.
At this point, Facebook,
MySpace and YouTube are
all recieving millions of hits
per month.

Dear Newbie Nudie,
Ah, just the sheer mention of NQR
brings about such nostalgia for this seasonal stripfest. It seems like only weeks
ago that I was caught in a prickly shrub
adjacent to the race path, wearing nothing but a Russian furry hat and Uggs.
Yet despite last year’s thorny experience, I fully support running in NQR. If
nothing else, the event is an epic storygenerator.
There are a few things that I wish had
been clarified before I embarked on the
exposed episode, and so, if you’d prefer an element of surprise, stop reading
here.
What surprised me the most about
NQR was that it is inherently a spectator
sport. Although Tufts calls it a “reception”
for protective purposes, the event avoids
the concept of “mediated social gathering” that usually comes to mind when
using the term.
In fact, it seemed to me like more students (and God knows who else) were
on the “receiving” end of the run, rather
than the “participating” end. Last year, I
heard of people who watched the run as
a “study break” between library sessions,
and I vividly remember hearing fellow
Jumbos discussing their plans as onlookers: one was bringing a camera, another a
sign.
What’s even more bizarre, however, is
the polarized state of inebriation between
the runners and the spectators. Unlike
most sporting events, where the intoxication of the fans far exceeds the (hopefully) sober state of the participants, NQR’s
dynamic is quite the opposite.
In fact, the general condition of the run
itself is largely backwards — the people
who should be coherent, directional and
balanced (the runners) are often not,
while the people who, in the better interest of all parties involved, shouldn’t have
any recollection of the event (the observers), often do.
All of this, however, should not in any
way thwart your interest in participating in
said event. In fact, I can’t even understand
how onlookers can actually watch the run
without feeling the urge to just jump right
into the race. (I had a similar experience
while watching a swim meet the other day
— seeing scantily clad people play sports
just makes me want to join!)
But if you do choose to watch, please
do so without: a) recording potentially
incriminating video footage. You know
that one of these days, a Jumbo is going
to be on the precipice of attaining political office, when his/her NQR tape will
surface online, ending dreams of participating in local or national government,
b) shouting people’s names to cheer them
on, or c) complimenting runners, after
the race, on their “performance.”
For you runners out there, it’s time to
just grin and “bare” it. Remember that NQR
is an opportunity to strip away any finals
anxiety — or a chance to secretly live out
that fantasy you’ve had of running for a
utopian nudist colony’s track team.
Contact Charlotte to get advice for all your
problems at Charlotte.Steinway@tufts.edu.
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REGISTRATION FORM: ase.tufts.edu/physed

MINI-COURSES SPRING
2008

Classes start week of January 28th.
Register by January 24th.
Questions: Call ext.3782/5041 or
Email: branwen.smith-king@tufts.edu
Sponsored by

Cardio, Strength & Pilates

10 weeks

“Tufts Physical Education & Athletics”

Pilates with a touch of cardio & strength work.
Wednesday
5:50-6:50pm
Jackson Gym
Instructor:
Sharon Graves
Fee $55

EXERCISE & WEIGHTLOSS 10 weeks

STRONGWOMAN PROGRAM 10 weeks

A holistic approach to weight loss which combines
a workout and a discussion on nutrition & eating.
Thursday
4:20-5:20pm
Chase Gym
Instructor:
Helen Hendrickson
Fee $55

Class #1
Tuesday & Friday

INTERVAL TRAINING

10 weeks

Bump up your metabolism & get your body in shape
with a fun and entertaining workout. All levels.
Wednesday
5:30-6:30pm
Chase Gym
Instructor:
Alia Hastings
Fee $55

MUSCLE CONDITIONING

10 weeks

Use of hand weights & resistance bands to improve
muscular endurance & strength. Flexibility & toning
exercises included in rigorous workout to music!
Friday
12:00-1:00pm
Chase Gym
Marlene Carr
‘
Fee $55

PERSONAL TRAINING

10 weeks

Muscular stretching & strengthening for beginners.
Monday
5:50-6:50pm
Jackson Gym
Instructor:
Sharon Graves
Fee $55

SPINNING
Monday
Instructor:

Class #2
Tuesday
Thursday

5:30pm @ Gantcher
5:15pm @ Jackson

10 weeks
12:00-1:00pm
Gantcher Center
Alia Hastings
Fee $55

Toni-Marie Henry
Helen Hendrickosn
Fee $70

TAI CHI

10 weeks
Tai Chi blends meditative mental training with
martial art conditioning to relax and revitalize the
body and mind. Aims to bolster defenses against
stress, increase flexibility & range of motion.
Friday

TAEKWONDO
Saturday

10 weeks

Tufts Personalized Performance Program services the
students, staff and faculty at Tufts. Customized
approach to achieving fitness related goals. 5 free
sessions for students w/personal trainer. Fee for
others. Info: http://ase.tufts.edu/physed/ppp/main.asp
BY ARRANGEMENT
Call 7-2181

PILATES

Instructor:

12:00-1:00pm
Gantcher Center
Kate Gluckman
Fee $70

YOGA
Power Yoga
Tuesday

Instructor

Flow Yoga
Tuesday

Instructor:

Yoga For Everyone
Wednesday
Instructor:

12:00-1:00pm
Jackson Gym
Neil Cohn
Fee $55

10 weeks
12:00-1:00pm
Jackson Gym
Mike Hobbs
Fee $55

10 weeks
12:00-1:00pm
Jackson Gym
Elliott McEldowney
Fee $55
5:30-6:30pm
Jackson Gym
Zan Barry
Fee $55
12:00-1:00
Jackson Gym
Claire Carroll
Fee $55
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Alcohol, spectators are recent
additions to Naked Quad Run
NQR

continued from page 3

in 2002 after several students were
hospitalized for alcohol poisoning
and other injuries.
“There were a lot of problems,”
McCarthy said. “It was kind of out of
control.”
Students that year received a
now-famous email from University
President Lawrence Bacow, which
said that “the combination of consumption of alcohol with a mad
dash through an icy, hilly campus at
night cannot continue.”
However, popular support for
the run prompted various university organizations to examine how
it could continue more safely. Police
involvement and the Nighttime
Quad Reception have proven to be
successful additions.
“A lot of people got involved, like
the Senate and the Dean’s Office to
make it a controlled event, and it’s
gotten better since then,” McCarthy
said.
Ammerman said that the presence of alcohol is the biggest change
to the event over the years.
“[At first, NQR] was more of a festival atmosphere with people going
out and having fun — it wasn’t a big
drunken free-for-all,” he said. “It was
fairly well-organized and people just
sort of running naked quickly. We
grew up with our childhoods in the
’60s and it was fine to be comfortable with your bodies and what you
looked like — big, small, thin or
fat.”
Sophomore Ben Strauss said that
today, comfort levels vary from person to person, and that being naked
in front of a crowd can be intimidating.
“Part of our society is that people
drink alcohol to feel comfortable
in situations where they feel awkward,” he said. “That is a problem,

but I don’t think that’s any worse for
Naked Quad Run.
“It’s funny because I was sober
last year for NQR and I had a very
fun experience anyway,” he added.
Another new chapter in NQR history comes with new technology
and the ability to post pictures or
videos on the Internet.
“[In the 1970s], there weren’t
people around watching, or staring.
Everyone who came out was really
involved,” Ammerman said. “These
days, with cell phones and everything else, you’ve got to be a little
more wary.”
Administrators and students
alike share concerns about revealing NQR footage.
“I get worried as years pass; with
YouTube and Facebook, you’re
never quite certain how much you
control the coverage or if something
will show up many years after the
fact,” Winter said. “I make sure to
run where there are lots of people
running around, too.”
“Be careful, just think about
what you’re doing,” McCarthy said.
“There are people that can end up
on the Internet; it can happen.”
Even with these new drawbacks,
history has shown that NQR probably won’t be vanishing anytime
soon.
“It’s just evolved over the years,”
McCarthy said. “I don’t think it’s
going to [disappear]. It’s hard to stop
it, and if it’s going to happen anyhow, we try to do it as safely as possible.”
Ammerman said that during
his college years, he wouldn’t have
expected NQR to still be going on
now.
“I’m pleased to hear that it still is.
I thought maybe it would come and
go like many fads do, but I think the
moral of the story is that college kids
like to run naked,” he said.

ExCollege Spring 2008 Courses!

COMING
DECEMBER 17th!
www.excollege.tufts.edu
Shopping around for next year’s courses? Want to add a little excitement to
your schedule? Save some room for an ExCollege class!
The ExCollege is putting together a phenomenal course line up for next
spring, so make sure you keep us in mind during registration. Course listings will
be posted on our website by December 17th. Please visit www.excollege.tufts.edu
for more details, or contact us at 617-627-3384 with any further questions.

We can’t wait…can you?
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THEATER REVIEW

Bare Bodkin’s 70-minute ‘Play by Play’ is worth every one
by

Naomi Bryant

Daily Editorial Board

It makes sense that most Tufts classes don’t collaborate with student performance groups. Engineering students prob-

Play By Play
At the Balch Arena Theater on
Tuesday, Dec. 11 at 8:30 p.m.
Admission is free
ably have little to learn from the Burlesque
Troupe, and mixing mimes with a course

on public speaking sounds like a recipe for
disaster.
This Tuesday, however, playwriting and
directing students will team up with Bare
Bodkin for the second production of “Play
by Play,” a series of 10-minute plays produced exclusively by Tufts students.
The event is the result of collaboration
that began in the fall of 2006 between
Lecturer Laura Harrington’s Playwriting 1
class and Bare Bodkin. Harrington is a professional playwright, and she felt that it was
important for her students to see their plays
come to life at the end of the semester.
“Theater isn’t really a literary medium.
It isn’t finished until you see it performed,”

Harrington said. “It’s a wonderful opportunity for beginning writers, because it’s usually a couple of years before you see your
work on its feet.”
Going through the process of production not only helped students revise their
work, but taught them about more technical issues, like working with a director
and casting actors. This makes for a more
well-rounded class, as most introductory
playwriting courses don’t focus on production.
“The production of a play is such a collaborative process, because we all have different visions,” sophomore Serena Chang
said. “It’s pretty exciting, but pretty scary to

see all of those visions come together and
finally have the sum of the parts.”
Most students say they signed up for
the class because it combines several of
their interests, most commonly creative
writing and theater. Each student wrote
one 10-page play per week, then chose one
to develop and submit to Bare Bodkin. In
addition to revision and dialogue, students
drew some much subtler lessons from the
class.
“The most important thing I learned was
to be kind to yourself, which is something
the teacher told us at the beginning,” senior
see PLAY BY PLAY, page 7

MOVIE REVIEW

‘Golden Compass’ film adaptation points to controversial future
by

Catherine Scott
Daily Staff Writer

“The Golden Compass” garnered a significant amount of
public attention in recent months.

The Golden Compass
Starring Nicole Kidman,
Dakota Blue Richards,
Daniel Craig
Directed by Chris Weitz
It wasn’t because of New Line’s
marketing strategy, calling it the
next “Lord of the Rings” trilogy,
or because of its superb computer-generated images (CGI) or
because of the “it” actors who had
signed onto the project.
Instead, the anti-organized reli-

gion theme that runs throughout
the “His Dark Materials” trilogy
sparked a resounding backlash
from the religious right.
Director Chris Weitz anticipated
this public outrage and removed
any reference to the Christian religion or God, referring simply to the
Magisterium. This tactic intended
to draw a more moderate crowd
to the theater — and the movie’s
box office success is key, as the
possibility of a second and third
movie is based on how well the
first performs. Unfortunately, the
move didn’t stop the onslaught
of Christian ranting and solicited
an angry response from devoted
actual fans of Philip Pullman’s trilogy.
“The Golden Compass” is the
story of Lyra Belacqua (played by
Dakota Blue Richards), a young
orphan girl living at Jordan
College, where her uncle, Lord

Asriel (Daniel Craig), placed her.
She divides her time between
playing with her servant friend,
Roger (Ben Walker), and getting
into trouble, despite the warnings of her daemon, the external
animal manifestation of her soul,
Pantalaimon (voiced by Freddie
Highmore).
After overhearing a conversation between Lord Asriel and the
board of Jordan College about
Dust and its mysterious workings, the beautiful Marisa Coulter
(Nicole Kidman) arrives to take
Lyra from the confines of Jordan
College. Before she leaves, however, the Master of Jordan College
(Jack Shepherd) gives Lyra an alethiometer, also known as a golden
compass, which is used to distinguish the truth from lies.
After Lyra receives this gift, she
see COMPASS, page 7

ALBUM REVIEW

Relient K’s Christmas endeavor offers
nothing new — and nothing good
by

Matthew DiGirolamo
Daily Staff Writer

Along with the cold New England weather,
endless shopping and glistening decorations,
this season also brings with it a plethora of

Let it Snow, Baby...Let it Reindeer
Relient K
Capitol Records
new Christmas CDs. All of these albums cover
the classic favorites, and some even attempt
to create the newest Christmas hit. The problem with the genre is that its market is so
limited — between the fan base and restricted
sale period — yet artists still take the plunge
on compilation Christmas CDs.
Relient K’s most recent attempt, “Let it
Snow, Baby ... Let It Reindeer,” is the band’s
effort to enter the hard-rocking Christmas
arena, one that already includes untraditional
punk and rock compilation albums like “Taste
of Christmas,” “Happy Christmas Volume 4”
and “A Santa Cause 2.”
Relient K has the reputation of being a
Christian rock band with varying levels of
religious music, so it makes perfect sense that
the band is releasing a Christmas-themed
album.
In the past, Relient K contributed to other
albums, but this is the only time all of the
band’s original songs and covers have been
placed in one unit. It consists of 17 tracks, of
which seven are original. Diehard fans of the
outfit won’t find anything particularly new
here: The CD uses 10 recycled tracks from
the band’s 2003 Christmas album, “Deck the
Halls, Bruise Your Hand.”
Lead singer Matt Thiessen has an interest-

ing range — as he can be heard screaming,
singing loudly and passionately, or quietly
and calmly — and the range of styles is not for
everyone.
The covers, however, are enjoyable. The
boys add harmonies taken from the likes of
the Beach Boys to put their own spin on the
“12 Days of Christmas,” but the simple bass
line added to “Sleigh Ride” just sounds like an
ambitious attempt that does not succeed.
Their spin on “Auld Lang Syne,” purely a
cappella and beautifully harmonized, will be
the perfect thing to play on New Year’s Eve. Of
course, there is a catch: Halfway through the
track, the music stops for a spoken interruption from the bandmates thanking listeners
for buying the album and wishing fans a
happy holiday.
Their cover of “Good King Wenceslas” is
out of tune and irritating. At least the boys
don’t take this track seriously — they start
laughing halfway into the song.
The original songs, similarly, are nothing spectacular. In fact, listening to them
is occasionally painful. The group attempts
to be funny with “I’m Gettin’ Nuttin’ for
Christmas” and “Santa Claus is Thumbin’ to
Town” and tries to show an emo side with “I
Hate Christmas Parties,” which sounds like
a chapter out of Chris Carrabba’s life. Even
more depressing is “Boxing Day,” an ode to
the day after Christmas and the melancholy
that ensues while reflecting on the past year.
The final verdict is that for alternativeloving Christians or punk-rocking secular Christmas lovers (or Christian-loving
Christmas-rockers) this album might — keyword: might — be a nice addition to a long
list of holiday-song cover albums. For those
who like the occasional Bing Crosby or Frank
Sinatra, this will not be a glass of proverbial
eggnog you’d want to drink, no matter how
festively drunk you are.

New Line Cinema

This library scene in “The Golden Compass” caused a mass exodus of
college students.

Mad Hot Cousens

annie wermiel/tufts daily

Sophomore Julia Schiff and senior Robert Cole compete in the Open International Cha Cha/
Samba/Rumba/Paso Doble/Jive at last night’s 6th Annual Tufts Ballroom Competition. The
pair placed fourth out of nine teams in the event, which took place in Cousens Gym and
hosted 19 New England schools and six independent dance studios.
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KWANZAA

Celebration

Monday, December
th
10 , 2007
6:00 p.m.
Alumni Lounge
FREE SOUL FOOD & Live MUSIC!
Sponsored by Tufts Pan- African Alliance
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Classwork takes to the stage in student-written, student-produced ‘Play by Play’
Play By Play
continued page 5

Douglas Foote said. “You might
have something you think is absolute crap, and then the rest of the
class finds so much value in it.”
Taking their plays from the
notebooks to the stage was simultaneously challenging and exciting for students.
“It’s one thing to see something
on paper and view it with my voice
and the character I picture in my
head, and another to see it read by
someone else,” Chang said.
Once the playwrights handed

their work over to their respective
directors, they had no say in how
their play would be performed.
“It’s hard to give your baby to
someone else, because once the
director has it they can interpret
it however they want,” Foote said.
“It takes a lot of discipline to sit
back and let them handle it.”
Most of the students feel that
their directors had a very positive
effect on their plays.
“I feel really lucky about the
director I got,” freshman Aaron
Zucker said. “My play involves
a 10-minute fight scene, and he

knows every Italian-named sword
in existence.”
“Play by Play” will consist of
seven 10-minute plays, each
of which has widely different
themes. Chang’s play, entitled
“Dusk,” is about an elderly couple
making an important decision,
and most of the play takes place
in the husband’s head. Foote’s
play, “The Senator,” is about two
members of a presidential campaign grappling with issues of
reality and politics, and Zucker’s
“In Distress” is a spoof on a traditional hero story.

Students looked for inspiration
in sources that were as different as
the pieces they produced. Chang
cited people-watching, music and
poetry as her sources of inspiration, while Zucker said most of his
characters were drawn from real
life.
Students consider the community atmosphere created by
the playwriting class as one of its
most fulfilling aspects.
“The most rewarding thing
was really forming this community with six other people who are
really supportive of each other. We

learned to recognize each other’s
styles and notice when people
try new things and really write
in their voice,” Foote said, “We’ve
already agreed to keep sending
each other our work after the class
is over.”
“Play by Play” will take place on
Tuesday, Dec. 11th at 8:30 p.m. in
Balch Arena Theatre. Admission
to this unique opportunity to witness theater produced completely
by Tufts students is free.
“Everything is done by students,
everything is us,” Foote said, “It’s
seven world premieres.”

Backlash from religious right, indignation from fans greet ‘Compass’ debut
COMPASS

continued from page 5

begins to see that Mrs. Coulter is not as
angelic as she appears. Lyra escapes when
she discovers that the Gobblers, who kidnap children, have her friend Roger. She
embarks on a number of adventures that
include sea-faring Gyptians (modern-day
pirates), witch clans, armored polar bears,
a flying ship and a trip to Bollvangar, the
place where the kidnapped children are
being held.
The film does many things well; the
design of Jordan College, Svalbard (a
kingdom of armored polar bears) and
Bollvangar are all depicted exactly as the
book describes. The CGI of the daemons
is charming and funny and captures the
human essence that a daemon is supposed
to represent.
Richards does a fantastic job in her first
acting production, especially considering
that nearly 90 percent of her scenes involve
CGI. Kidman delivers another standout
performance as the deliciously evil Coulter;
the other big stars that the marketing relied
on — Daniel Craig, Eva Green as the witch
Serafina Pekkala and Sam Elliott as the

cowboy aeronaut Lee Scoresby — are only

The film does many things
well; the design of Jordan
College, Svalbard (a kingdom
of armored polar bears) and
Bollvangar are all depicted
exactly as the book describes.
The CGI of the daemons is
charming and funny, and
captures the human essence
that a daemon is supposed to
represent.
in the film for five minutes each.
The film suffers from its mission: taking
an incredibly complex story with multiple
fantastical elements and squeezing it into
a running time of less than two hours.
Therefore, the portion of the audience who

hasn’t read the books leaves feeling confused and without a full understanding of
the purpose of daemons or what Dust really
is. On the other hand, those who have read
the books are happy that the story was
adapted to the screen with little changes
made — except the entire ending — but are
disappointed with the emphasis on action
rather than the story.
Fans of the books will also be disappointed with the ending of the movie in that
it completely ignores the last 50 pages, the
part of the story that many consider to be
the climax leading up to the next two novels.
Wietz is not to blame for this, but rather
the small budget allocated by New Line —
especially considering the irony that they
marketed it as the next “Lord of the Rings.”
The film is fun to watch due to its mix of
humor, love, friendship and suspense. Many
scenes in this film are dark, showing that this
movie is not just made for children. Fans of
the trilogy will enjoy the film, if only to support the next two books being adapted to
the screen to give Pullman’s works a chance
of being more accurately represented in a
second and third movie.

Save so much on gear that you’ll
actually be able to go someplace
cool to use it.

College Students

Get 15% OFF full-price items.
Must show valid college ID. Restrictions apply; visit store for details.

Harvard Square
1 Brattle Square
Second Floor

New Line Cinema

Stop being such a pansy, Carmichael’s not
that far uphill.

Write to Us!

Send an Op-Ed of 800 to 1,200
words in length to oped@
tuftsdaily.com and/or a Letter to
the Editor at
letters@tuftsdaily.com
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EDITORIAL

Kelly M. Rizzetta
Editorial

Editorial | Letters

By the time classes resume for the
spring semester, voting in the 2008 election will have already gotten underway.
With the Iowa caucuses and the New
Hampshire primary in the very near
future ( Jan. 3 and 8, respectively) the
Daily would like to take this last opportunity to offer some parting reflections.
We’re excited about the upcoming
election for several reasons. Eight years
of an administration that refused to face
realities, both in the Middle East and at
home, subverted the Constitution and
never admitted its failings, was eight
years too many. A new face in the White
House is long overdue.
It has also been nice to see the concrete proposals that have been coming
out of primary races thus far. Instead
of spewing nebulous promises to end
the war in Iraq and to fund universal
heath care coverage, campaigns have
put forth specific timetables for withdrawal and precise health care plans.
In short, we are hopeful that the next
year will bring fruitful debate and a
truly new direction for the country. But

there is one aspect of the political process that we hope won’t be too prevalent
in the coming months: Attempts from
candidates to appear folksy, down-toearth, and just like the Average Joe are
not welcome, especially after nearly
eight years of President Bush.
Bush represented the worst of this
anti-intellectual streak. Although he
comes from the most privileged of backgrounds, his feeble attempts at scholarship in school seemed to be a personal
way of rebelling against the elitist Ivory
Tower.
A summa cum laude degree from Yale
shouldn’t be a prerequisite for presidency, but it sure doesn’t hurt. What’s
most bothersome about Bush is his
persistent lack of intellectual curiosity,
manifested in the fact that he doesn’t
read daily papers and didn’t seem interested in succeeding in higher education.
The recent Chuck Norris video that
has surfaced from the Mike Huckabee
campaign presents a similarly unattractive and low brow message. Seeing a

joke superhero endorse a political candidate, and likewise seeing that candidate tell bad one-liners, is not inspiring.
We aren’t looking for a president with
whom we can sit down and drink a beer.
We don’t want an Average Joe ascending
to one of the most powerful positions
in the Western World; we want to see
a leader who jumps at intellectual and
political challenges and who can relate
to the population without reaching to
the lowest common denominator.
A candidate who promises to be just
like the rest of us isn’t a leader at all,
and being in tune with the needs of
Americans does not equate to taking up
the same entertainment and lifestyle
choices of the rest of the country.
We hope that the coming months
will feature rich debates that go beyond
the clothing choice of candidates and
instead serve as forums for nationwide
discussions.
With any luck, the election will be
headed in exactly that direction as we
take up our books again in January.
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FEATURED WEB POSTS | LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Article: “OSA Director Nealley fired;
dean alleges she embezzled $300,000”
(Nov. 15)
Posted by: Dr. Jennifer Zambriski
Comment: As a former OSA Building
Manager, I worked closely with Jodie
for many years while I was a student
in Medford. Jodie was a friend and
adviser.
She offered me support and guidance when I needed it, and I’m sure
she did the same for many students
before and after me. I sincerely hope
these allegations are not true. I am so
profoundly saddened by this.
Article: “Administrators, senators look
to make wireless internet available
campus-wide” (Dec. 6)
Posted by: Jeff Hamilton, Class of 2009
Comment: Even though it hasn’t been
ratified as a wireless standard yet by the
International Standards Organization,
whoever’s in charge of this should definitely consider using 802.11n format
wireless routers to blanket the campus
— their range and signal strength are
much greater than even 802.11g rout-

ers, and thus could save the school
money.
Additionally, Tufts IT should allow
students to run their own wireless
routers, providing them with the software to authenticate users as having
Tufts network IDs. This could drastically reduce the cost of such a program
while speeding up campus-wide wireless adoption.
Article: “The response Stephen Walt
refuses to hear” (Dec. 6)
Posted by: David Weden
Comment: While I did not attend the
Walt speech at Tufts, I did read the Israel
lobby book and found its arguments to
be persuasive and provocative.
Amy and Scott argue that Walt’s argument is flawed because the definition
of the “lobby” is ambiguous. However,
in the book Walt and Mearsheimer
identify specifically where the various facets of the lobby converge —
in their support of American support
of Israel. While the lobby may have
many factions, their common interest
(American support of Israel) is cer-

tainly not ambiguous.
On their second point, that the lobby
influenced our involvement in the Iraq
war, I would agree that single-handedly the lobby cannot be blamed for this
unfortunate strategic blunder.
Personally, I think that our leaders
lacked the resolve to stand up to those
advocating this failed policy. Some
of those advocates include members
of the Israel lobby and held senior
positions in the Bush administraiton.
Walt’s book documents this, as do
other recent books, notably “Against
All Enemies” by Richard Clarke.
In short, they clearly played a key
role in the drive to war, which Walt and
Mearsheimer document in great detail.
Finally, having read the Walt/
Measheimer book, I disagree strongly
with Amy and Scott’s asssertion that
the book’s argument lacks scholarly
depth and is based on “sound bytes
and emotion.” I found the reverse to
be true — each assertion they make
is supported by citation, and the book
has over 100 pages of footnotes!
Clearly, the authors went to great lengths
to put their arguments on solid footing.

CORRECTION
In the Dec. 6 front-page article entitled “Reslife did not run background check on new assistant hire,” a quote was incorrectly
attributed to Vice President of Human Resources Kathe Cronin. In actuality, Office of Residential Life and Learning Director
Yolanda King said the following in an e-mail to the Daily: “At this time, we only conduct background checks on the nonstudent, live-in staff in the residence halls. The administrative assistant and staff assistant do not have [keycard] access to the
residence halls.”
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Op-Ed
Expanding horizons
by Andreas Lan, Eftichios
Matathias and Lukas Zuegg

As seniors, we have grown to
love Tufts as a university and community. However, after reading the
Tufts Daily article on Tufts’ “nonexpansion” policy, we thought it
might be appropriate to give our
opinion on the subject.
We wholeheartedly reject the
notion of “unwanted dormitories and academic facilities in the
local area,” because it implies that
further development of Tufts is
unwanted and that we are a burden to the local communities. We
believe that the development of
Tufts should be a crucial objective
for the administration and for the
towns of Medford and Somerville.
In fact, they should be discussing the direction into which Tufts
should expand next, as the university brings economic and social
benefits to these areas. Since most
of us are also familiar (perhaps
too familiar) with Harvard Square
as well as the area surrounding
Boston University and MIT, we see
the obvious benefits of university
expansion into surrounding neighborhoods.
While it is possible to argue that
those popular areas are geographically and economically better positioned, that doesn’t mean that the
same urban “model” couldn’t apply
to the communities of Medford and
Somerville, both of which seem like
they are in dire need of development.
A healthy relationship consists
of both giving and receiving. And
while it is clear to us to what extent
these two communities benefit
from Tufts on a daily basis, isn’t it
fair to ask: What do they give back
to us?
In our opinion, the least they
can do is allow Tufts to expand.
The area of Somerville is huge, and
should Tufts decide to express an
interest to local landowners, they
will surely be guaranteed a more
than handsome reward for their
property.
In fact, local housing prices
wouldn’t even be at their present
level without the presence of Tufts.
The expansion of the university is

thus in the best interest of both
communities, and they should be
aware of it.
During our freshman year, two
of us lived together in Metcalf Hall
in what was meant to be a single —
and the university’s plan to house
some freshmen in triples this year
made us almost thankful we came
here earlier than them.
It also raises questions, however,
about the seriousness of the administration in its claim that Tufts has
no need to expand. If we want to
stay competitive and be among the
top-tier universities, then we need
to stop talking the talk and start
walking the walk.
Enough with the free-riding
of Tufts on the Fletcher School’s
reputation. It’s the undergraduate
school that was, is and will be the
bedrock of the school’s reputation
and popularity, just like the Ivies.
A master plan for the next decade
should include the creation of a
business school and new dorms
coupled with bigger facilities — not
just refurbished buildings such as
the recently “renovated” Braker
Hall.
A new science building would
help Tufts stay competitive
amongst other research universities. The argument that Tufts does
not want to have a business school
is not credible. The demand for it
is definitely here, with economics (and other) majors struggling
to find spots in business-oriented
classes.
A more complete merger with
the New England Medical Center
would also help to strengthen Tufts’
overall research and medical school
credibility and finally do justice to
the name Tufts-NEMC.
These are just some ideas that
we think should be seriously considered so that the school can finally start catching up with the schools
it desires to emulate.
Furthermore, we would like to
ask the Daily to stop referring to
schools such as Stanford, Yale and
Princeton as our “peer schools.”
While acknowledging the superb
academics at Tufts, these universities are out of our league, and
any suggestion that we should put
ourselves on an equal footing with

Daily File Photo

Sophia Gordon Hall, opened to residents in the fall of 2006, is Tufts’ newest residence hall. It has the capacity
to house 126 students.
them is, in fact, an insult to our
intelligence.
They are continuously ranked
as top institutions, not just in the
United States, but also internationally. A recent ranking published
by the Times Higher Education
Supplement ranks Tufts at 159 globally, versus Stanford at 19, Yale at 2
and Princeton at 6. We also believe
it is too easy to reject the concept of
university rankings when a school
is not improving. It is reasonable to
say that if Tufts were ranked in the
top five, people here would surely
not contest the result.
Therefore, we feel that it is perfectly logical to pose the question:
Why isn’t Tufts following the example of these leading institutions and
increasing investment to stay competitive?
Clearly, these “top” institutions
must be doing something right. The
article “Just add cash” in the Nov. 27
issue of The Economist magazine
claims that investment is the way to
go for U.S. universities. The article

cites multiple examples of our “peer”
universities’ building projects, such
as the University of Pennsylvania’s
plan to “tear up around 50 acres
(20 hectares) of land adjacent to
its campus” and the University of
Connecticut’s plan “to construct a
brand-new ‘college town’ of dense
commercial and residential properties” after having “already added or
renovated 9.2m square feet.”
Roger Brown’s belief that Berklee’s
new Back Bay dormitories will “contribute to the area’s cultural life” is
an excellent example of how Tufts
should see its own impact on the
surrounding municipalities. Mr.
Brown should know, as he is the
president of the Berklee College of
Music, which recently embarked on
a mission to build a 25- to 30- story
complex to house 600 students.
While we acknowledge that what
we are asking for is a lot and will
not be implemented all at once, we
urge the administration not to close
its eyes to growth beyond today’s
campus.

In fact, since the housing market is in a crisis, we advocate the
acquisition of real estate in the
surrounding area, as prices are
very attractive. We do not believe
this to be an immoral act, as the
local housing market already
includes the “Tufts Premium” and
thus, property in the vicinity of
Tufts will always be valuable and
absorb shocks much easier than
less fortunate areas, which do not
enjoy the presence of a first-rate
research university in their midst.
In conclusion, we would like to
say that we are thankful for the privilege of being able to attend Tufts.
Its students, faculty and administration are very important to us,
and this is the reason why we are
addressing this issue.
Andreas Lan is a senior majoring
in international relations. Eftichios
Matathias is a senior majoring in
economics. Lukas Zuegg is a senior
majoring in quantitative economics.

Off the Hill | Villanova University

Romney and his religion
by

Tom Nardi

The Villanovan

This election we have an unusual political phenomenon in the way
of religion: Mitt Romney, one of the
Republican frontrunners, is a Mormon.
Now you’d hope that at this point in
our nation’s history we wouldn’t consider questions about a candidate’s
religion as valid concerns. You’d hope
that John F. Kennedy effectively ended
the religious question in 1960, when
he delivered his “Religion Speech.”
However, Romney has reportedly made
negative comments on another religious group: Muslims.
In response to a question from
Mansour Ijaz, a reporter at the Christian
Science Monitor, at a fundraiser in late
November, the candidate said that
based on the numbers of Muslims in the
American population, a cabinet position would not be justified. At another
meeting, according to former Nevada
Republican Party finance director Irma
Aguierre, Romney said Muslims were
radical and difficult to negotiate with.
Given his position that Muslims do

not have sufficient numbers to participate in high American governance,
it is stunning that Romney — himself a member of a religious minority — is planning to deliver a speech
on religious tolerance in Texas today.
Campaign spokesman Kevin Madden
said, “This speech is an opportunity for
Governor Romney to share his views
on religious liberty.” What liberty could
Romney possibly mean after he discounted the civic participation of millions of Americans?
It is intriguing that Romney would
endorse what is essentially a quota
system for government. The Pew
Research Council found in 2002 that
Mormons only comprised 2 percent of
the American public. In Romney’s justification, that would hardly warrant a
presidency controlled by a Mormon.
Clinton,
Edwards,
Huckabee,
McCain, Obama and Thompson are all
Protestant Christians, easily qualifying them as part of the “majority.” And
Giuliani is Catholic, the largest single
denomination in the United States.
Should any of these factors privilege
the other candidates over Romney, the

Mormon?
At a press conference on Nov. 27,
Romney sought to disavow his remarks,
saying, “I don’t have boxes that I check
off as to their ethnicity.” But Romney
has been found guilty of saying that
he would exclude Muslims on multiple
occasions. If we have discounted the
notion of religious quotas, then we
are left with the prospect raised by
Aguierre’s account.
I admit that I didn’t think much of
Romney’s statements at first; it makes
sense for a presidential candidate to
leave his options open in order to
select the best advisers in the field.
However, the specifics of his comments
are remarkable. Ijaz, the man whom
Romney told that no Muslim would
serve in a Romney cabinet, said he
phrased his question as a hypothetical.
“I asked Mr. Romney whether he
would consider including qualified
Americans of the Islamic faith in his
cabinet as advisers on national security
matters, given his position that ‘jihadism’ is the principal foreign policy
threat facing America today,” Ijaz said.
That Romney denies even a hypotheti-

cal equally qualified Muslim-American
is startling.
This answer also follows the pattern of the “they’re radical” incident,
which was corroborated by Nevada
GOP finance chair George Harris, who
remarked, “If he’s gonna be president
of the United States, don’t you think
you need to be a little more openminded?”
The candidate is certainly skating
a fine line over whether religion is
an appropriate consideration, and his
statements have called into question
his own judgment. If Romney wants
voters to accept him as a Mormon,
that’s fine. I wouldn’t think any less of
a candidate because of his or her religion, unless said candidate wanted to
impose that religion on me.
But Romney is being a hypocrite if
he thinks he can judge others on their
religion and demand that his own be
kept out of the conversation. There’s no
problem in a religious minority wanting to be president. But there is a big
problem in judging people fit or unfit
for service based on their faith or lack
thereof.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. Op-Ed welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community. Opinion articles
on campus, national and international issues should be 800 to 1,200 words in length. Editorial cartoons and Op-Eds in the form of cartoons are also welcome. All material is subject to editorial discretion, and is not guaranteed to
appear in The Tufts Daily. All material should be submitted by no later than 1 p.m. on the day prior to the desired day of publication. Material must be submitted via e-mail (oped@tuftsdaily.com) attached in .doc or .docx format.
Questions and concerns should be directed to the Op-Ed editors. The opinions expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Tufts Daily itself.
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Running late?
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Studying abroad spring ‘08?
Be prepared for your semester abroad!
Required pre-departure meetings:
Programs Abroad staff and study abroad alumni will
go over the pre-departure checklist, discuss health
and safety issues, transfer of credit, cultural
adaptation and much, much more!

Non-Tufts Programs

1. Visit boloco.com
2. Choose your lunch
3. Pay online (visa, MC, Amex)
4. Head to Boloco and it’ll be ready to go.

Non-Tufts UK/Ireland
Tuesday Dec. 11
10:30 am
Tisch 304
Non-Tufts Mainland Europe
Tuesday Dec. 11
3:30 pm
Tisch 304
Non-Tufts Africa/Asia/
Caribbean/Latin America/
Middle East
Wednesday Dec. 12
1:30 pm
Tisch 304

Non-Tufts Australia/NZ
Wednesday Dec. 12
3:30 pm
Tisch 304

Tufts Programs
Tufts in Hong Kong
Tuesday Dec. 11
1:30 pm
Tisch 304
Tufts in Madrid/Paris/
Tübingen
Wednesday Dec. 12
10:30 am
Tisch 304

PLEASE NOTE: If you cannot make your non-Tufts meeting, please attend another non-Tufts
meeting. If you cannot make your Tufts meeting, please attend another Tufts meeting.

tufts university
340 boston avenue
boloco.com

Meetings are required.
Questions? Call 7-5871.
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Comics

Crossword

Wiley

Wiley

www.marriedtothesea.com

SUDOKU
Level: Running around naked

Late Night at the Daily
Solution to Friday's puzzle

[“Walking in Memphis” by Marc Cohn begins to play.]
“That’s baby-making music right there. That, that is an ovarian
symphony.”
—Ross Marrinson
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Housing

Services

APARTMENT AVAILABLE
JANUARY 2008
TWO BEDROOM * TWO FAMILY
* LARGE YARD * PARKING *
LAUNDRY * LRG KITCHEN *
ON RIVER * BUS * TRAIN *
LOCATION * 1,2500/mon * Yr
lease * oil tank full * CALL 781396-7785

5 Large Bedrooms Available
6/1/08
Bright and Spacious 2nd and 3rd
Floor College Ave Apartments with
large closets, refrigerator, tiled
bath. Hot water included. Parking
in driveway. Call Debbie. 781-9373252 or 781-455-9090 x27. $3000
a month

3,4,6,7 Bedrooms
Rent now for next school year.
June 1st 2008 to May 30th 2009.
Get your choice, very convenient
to school. Rent now while while
you can. You can peruse apartments at gkalos.com/appartment
or call 617-448-6233

Housing
Three and Four Bedroom
Apartments
Available for next school year.
June 1st 2008 to May 30th 2009.
Rent early and get your choice.
617-448-6233.

Services
Eating Disorders Treatment
LHI specializes in treating eating
disorders. Operating seven years,
a short distance from Tufts, the
Evening Treatment Program is
for individuals who work or go
to school full time but who need
more support than their outpatient
team can provide. Linda McDonald
at 781 393-0559 or at www.laurelhillinn.com

Great 6 and 7 Bedroom
Apartments
ALmost on campus. Great locations. These will be gone quickly.
June 1st 2008 to May 30th 2009.
617-448-6233.

Sports
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Services

Wanted

Broadway Dry Cleaning and
Laundry_
Broadway Dry Cleaning and
Laundry 736 Broadway,
Somerville Wash Dry Fold
Services Dry Cleaning/ Alterations
Very Reasonable Rate (617) 6257530
Tufts Students with ID 9.99
Haicuts
Save $2.00 on haircuts at Wet
Cuts Family Hair Salon on 129
Boston Ave. 781-483-7053.

Event

Babysitter Needed
Davis Square. Need babysitter
starting 1/22/08, with or without car, for two 2nd grade boys
Tuesday afternoons 2:30-6:00.
Applicants should be loving,
responsible, non-smokers who
have a high degree of comfort
with kids. E-mail Marisa_wolsky@
wgbh.org.

Sun Splash Tours
Spring Break 08 Lowest Prices:
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco. Free
Meals & Drinks. Book by Nov.
1
Hiring Reps. Free Travel &
Cash. Exciting new destinations.
Costa Rica, Europe, Punta Cana.
www.sunsplashtours.com 1-800426-7710

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $5 per week with Tufts ID or $10 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of the
insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of an
overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Men’s Swimming and Diving

Jumbos take
Tufts cruises past Brandeis in surprise home meet break until
early January
by

Ethan Landy

Daily Editorial Board

After a malfunction at Brandeis’
Linsey Pool this past week, the
men’s swimming and diving team
was granted an unexpected home
meet on its schedule Saturday.
The Jumbos enjoyed the friendly
confines of Hamilton Pool as they
cruised to a 165-124 victory over the
Judges.
It was a dominating performance
by the Jumbos in their second dual
meet of the season. Last weekend,
the team came away with a secondplace finish at the MIT Invitational,
and on Saturday it received another
string of top performances from
underclassmen in dispatching the
Judges, who had finished third at
MIT.
“To start off with some wins ... is
great,” junior Ben Mitchell said. “We
don’t rest for any of these meets; a
lot of teams like to taper off before a
meet but we don’t do that. The outcome doesn’t matter, but if we have
good swims ... we will be that much
faster and win more meets.”
The Jumbos were led on Saturday
by multiple top times from soph-

omores Kyle Jones and Lawrence
Chan and freshmen Matthew Glenn
and David Meyer. Chan, Glenn and
Meyer teamed up with sophomore
Rob Delean to pick up first place in
the opening event, the 400 medley
relay.
Chan finished the 50 breaststroke
in 27.44 seconds, close to his pool
record time of 27 seconds flat from
earlier this year, while Meyer easily won the 200-yard backstroke in
2:01.38.
Several other young Jumbos continued their strong early-season
performances. Jones, who picked
up one of three Tufts wins last weekend in the 200 backstroke, finished
in first in the 1,000-yard freestyle
Saturday. The sophomore also had
the top time in the 200 IM with a
2:04.97, but that race was conceded
to the Judges.
Tufts was impressive in the
50-yard backstroke win, as Glenn’s
26.13 finish was just 0.13 seconds
ahead of classmate Gordy Jenkins.
Freshman Joe Lessard, who had one
of a handful of second-place finishes last weekend at MIT, displayed an
impressive finishing kick as he won
the 200-yard freestyle by just over

a second, edging Brandeis junior
Bobby Morse. Freshman Andrew
Altman also came through with a
big victory for the Jumbos in the 50
freestyle in 22.66.
“Looking back on the results from
last year, we have all been surpassing
our personal bests from this time
last season,” junior Ben Moskowitz
said. “I think everyone is really excited about how we are swimming —
from top to bottom, the freshmen
and the seniors, the performances
and times we are coming up with
are well above our expectations.”
The Jumbos continued their
domination in the diving events as
well on Saturday, led by sophomore
Rob Matera, who remains undefeated in both the 1- and 3-meter dive
events so far this season. Freshman
Trevor Stark also has emerged early
this season, finishing second in both
events.
One bright spot on the Judges’
end was the performance of sophomore James Liu. He picked up wins
in both the 200- and 50-yard butterfly events, just besting Altman
and Moskowitz in 24.95 seconds,
along with a win in the 100 freestyle.
Brandeis also got key contributions

from Morse, who added a win in the
500 free to his second-place finish
int the 200 free.
“I think we are pretty solid all
around, but right now we have a
lot of guys who are all at the same
level,” Mitchell said. “We have a lot
of great butterfliers, but there is no
real superstar. It will be awesome to
see who really comes though as they
compete for spots. I don’t think we
have any weak spots on our team.
The freshman really filled in places
where we were missing and that has
been great.”
Tufts goes into winter break 2-0
in head-to-head meets. The Jumbos
will be tested after the break, however, as on the first day back from
break, they face a Boston College
team that has been swimming since
the end of October. The squad will
then continue its NESCAC schedule with a meet with Wesleyan and
Williams.
“Even though we have a break
from school, we don’t break from
swimming,” Moskowitz said. “We
will be down in Florida training
over winter break and we will bond
down there. We always come back
a lot stronger.”

BASKETBALL

continued from page 16

ter Katie Tausanovitch said.
“Especially, Julia Baily has had
some huge games ... [The injury to Moynihan] has put more
pressure on our bench, but
they have really stepped up.
We couldn’t have won without
them.”
The 34 bench points the
Jumbos got in Thursday’s
win, and the emergence of
some new offensive threats
are encouraging signs as
the team approaches the
meat of its schedule after
returning to campus on Jan.
1.
“One of the biggest things
about this team is that we tend
to have a different high scorer
every night,” Tausanovitch said.
“We have so many different people who can step up every night.
We’re a hard team to defend in
that sense because we have so
many offensive threats.”

Men’s Indoor Track and Field

TAKE A STUDY BREAK

RELAX DURING READING PERIOD!
Free Classes open to the Tufts Community.

Tuesday

Tuesday

BREATHING & MEDITATION (Jackson Gym)

12/11

12/11

Wednesday 12/12

1:00-2:00pm

CIRCUIT (Chase Gym)

10:30-11:30 am

Elliott McEldowney

Marlene Carr

PILATES

(Jackson Gym)
4:30-5:30pm
Sharon Graves

YOGA
Tuesday
12/11
Wednesday 12/12
Wednesday 12/12

(Jackson Gym)
11:45-12:45am
Elliott McEldowney
Judy Scribner-Moore
10:30-11:30am
3:00-4:00pm
Elliott McEldowney

MASSAGE
Tuesday
12/11
Wednesday 12/12

(Jackson Gym)
7:00-10:00pm
Bodyworks Class
7:00-10:00pm
Bodyworks Class

NO EXPEREINCE REQUIRED & NO NEED TO REGISTER, JUST SHOW UP & EXERCISE!

SPONSORED BY PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Ext. 3782

Jumbos give strong performances
at Bates Pentathlon in Lewiston
by

David Heck

Senior Staff Writer

The men’s track and field team sent a
small contingent of athletes to Lewiston,
Maine on Saturday to participate in the
Bates Pentathlon. It was the first true event
of the season for the team, as last week’s
Husky Carnival — a non-scoring meet —
was mainly just for freshmen and sophomores. The pentathlon also provided a
chance to qualify for several postseason
meets.
“Basically we wanted to go out there and
we wanted everyone to qualify for Div. III
New Englands,” senior quad-captain Nate
Scott said. “We needed 2,800 points to
qualify, and each of us did it by over 200.”
Scott finished first for the Jumbos and
second overall, behind only Bates senior
John Miley. When the two met last year
at Div. III New Englands, it was Scott who
placed first and Miley runner-up.
But on Saturday, Miley broke a school
record in the pentathlon with his mark of
3,472 points, decimating Bates’ previous
mark of 3,381 points to earn the victory.
While Scott was not able to finish first, he also
set a new school record as well with a score of
3,422, breaking his 2006 mark of 3,415.
“Anytime you can go out there just trying to qualify and you break a school
record, it’s a good day,” Scott said.
In addition to qualifying for Div. IIIs
with his record-breaking score, Scott also
qualified for New Englands for his performances in the 55-meter hurdles (8.20
seconds) and high jump (6.31 meters).
Senior Derek Engelking also turned
in an impressive performance for the
Jumbos, finishing third overall with a score
of 3,173.
“My first two events, I didn’t perform as
well as I expected — the hurdles and the
long jump,” Engelking said. “My last three
events were a little better, and overall I set

a PR in the pentathlon, so it’s hard to be
disappointed.”
The final Tufts participant in the pentathlon was sophomore Trevor Donadt,
who finished eighth. He easily qualified for
Div. IIIs with his score of 3,014, almost 400
points better than that of the ninth-place
finisher. He also qualified for Div. III New
Englands with his finish in the hurdles
(8.09 seconds).
Participating unattached, coach Ethan
Barron and assistant coach Kevin Bright
took part in the event as well. Barron took
fifth with 3,057 points, while Bright was
just behind in sixth with 3,055.
“I think every guy out there impressed
me today, even both of our coaches,”
Scott said. “Everyone finished above 3,000
points, and we had a few PRs out there as
well.”
Even with the strong finish at the pentathlon, the team feels as though it can do
even better.
“We were missing two of our stronger
athletes, my brother, [sophomore] Jared
Engelking and [junior] Skip Pagel,” Derek
Engelking said. “As an event group, and
with those guys, I feel very confident in our
ability to do some pretty good things this
year.”
Pagel was an All-American in the decathlon last May.
Because everybody qualified for Div.
IIIs as the team had hoped, they will not
have to take part in multi events before
New Englands. With so much time left to
improve, the multi group has high aspirations for the end of the year.
“The next time we have a pentathlon
is at Div. IIIs, but the big event is going to
be the decathlon in the spring,” Engelking
said. “In the multi events from here on out,
we’re trying to score well for the team’s
benefit, but also for a personal benefit.
We’re all looking to qualify for Nationals
and hopefully be All-Americans.”
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Women’s Swimming and Diving

Tufts takes 30 of 33 in win over Brandeis
by Sarina

Mathai

Senior Staff Writer

The women’s swimming and
diving team finished the first half of
its season with an unblemished 3-0
record after a 159-118 dual-meet
win over Brandeis Saturday.
The Jumbos started off their dominating performance strong, winning their first five events. Brandeis
sophomore Rachel Sawicki then
put up a 100-yard butterfly time of
1:02.14 to net Brandeis a first-place
finish, but it wasn’t enough.
Brandeis won only three total
events in the meet with Tufts taking
the other 30. The Jumbos finished
one-two in three events — the
1-meter dive, 3-meter dive and 500
freestyle — and one-two-three in
the 200 and 50 free and the 50-yard
backstroke.
“One of our biggest strengths this
season is that we have a lot of depth,
especially in our freestyle and longdistance events,” senior tri-captain
Renee Nicholas said. “I’m excited
to see how the rest of the season
goes.”
The non-conference matchup with a weaker Brandeis team
allowed Tufts to take liberties with
the lineups for each event.
“I think it’s a good thing because
a lot of times people don’t real-

ize that they’re good at an event
until they see [themselves] in it,”
Nicholas said. “People can get
better at two or three events, but
they don’t usually get the chance
because it would take away from
the event they’re already needed
in.”
One swimmer who switched to a
new event without missing a beat is
sophomore Meredith Cronin. She
won her specialty, the 200 breaststroke, with a time of 2:15.26, but
also excelled in a new event, the 200
freestyle. Cronin won the 200 free in
2:02.13.
Cronin has been steadily improving this season and will be one of
the Jumbos’ biggest threats in the
second half of the season.
“The 200 back was a really good
race for me,” Cronin said. “It’s the
fastest I’ve gone this season and it’s
a really challenging race ... I’m faster
this season than last season which
is nice, so I think the rest of this
season’s going to be pretty good.”
Another two-event winner was
freshman Maureen O’Neill, who
took the 50 backstroke, with a time
of 30.35, and the 100 freestyle,
clocking in at 55.91.
The diving squad pitched in with
strong performances from senior
Kendall Swett and sophomore
Lindsay Gardel finishing one-two
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in both the 1- and 3-meter diving
events. For Gardel, it was a special
night as she made the national cut
on both boards for the first time.
She scored 265.52 points in the
1-meter diving event and 272.41
points in the 3-meter event.
“This is the first time she’s made
both of them, which is good since
she’s been having some injury
problems,” Swett said. “It’s a good
way to finish the fall semester.”
The Jumbos managed the statistically-impressive win despite the
fatigue and stress that come with
finals.
“We had a really stressful week
— we were trying to survive,” coach
Nancy Bigelow said. “We weren’t
particularly sharp, but we weren’t
horrendous either.”
The Jumbos now have over a
month to rest up in preparation for
next semester. Their next meet is at
Wesleyan on Jan. 19, and they have
plenty of work to do before then.
“I think we can work on racing
to the walls,” Nicholas said. “We get
out-touched by the other team, and
we need to work on that, as well as
not letting the other team beat us
right at the last split-second.”
“A lot of the swimmers are starting to get tougher mentally, which
is important,” Bigelow added. “You
have to believe in yourself.”

Jumbos sit at 3-3-1 overall
HOCKEY

continued from page 16

really hard,” Gimbel said. “The
puck was going their way. We took
some penalties, and we were falling apart. We were showing no
composure, which has happened
in the past. Heading into the third,
we were down 3-2, and we just
thought, ‘This is it. There’s just one
more period left, and we have to
leave it out there, play smart and
kill the rest of the five minutes.’”
The Jumbos were still serving
a penalty to start the third period,
and with the remaining seconds
of the penalty ticking down, Conn.
centered a pass that looked like
a goal. Looking at an open net,
the Camels shot, but sophomore
Myles Neumann reached his stick
in front of the goal to make the
stop. Freshman Andy Davis found
the puck and found freshman
Lindsay Walker, who looked up
ice and saw Gimbel rushing out
of the box as the penalty ended.
The breakout pass from Tufts’
zone went almost to the blue line,
sparking a Gimbel breakaway goal
to tie up the game.
“That was definitely the turning
point of the game,” Gimbel said.
“We just gained that momentum.
Killing their major and the next
penalties helped. The goal lifted
the spirits of the whole team.”

The Jumbos were soon on a
five-on-three at 10:13 into the third
period. With eleven seconds left
of the man advantage, there was
a scoreboard malfunction, leading
to a pause in play and a face-off
in Conn. College’s zone. Tufts won
the face-off, and just as the Camels
returned to full strength, Davis fired
a slapshot low for what proved to
be the game-winning goal. Davis
was assisted by fellow freshmen
Walker and Dylan Cooper.
The Jumbos were again up fiveon-three when they scored an
insurance goal at 13:19. Cooper
scored the first goal of his career,
with freshman Justin Mitchell
earning an assist and Walker picking up his third of the game.
“We had good productions from
my line and the line of Lindsay,
Dylan and Cory,” O’Connell said.
“Everyone stepped up and was
making plays. It was really a team
effort.”
Tufts outshot Conn. College
41-37, and for the third straight
game, Kalec let up only three goals.
He made 34 saves.
“James in net, he’s the backbone
of our team,” O’Connell said.
The team will head into winter
break on a high note, taking a tour
of France and Switzerland before
its first game of the second semester on Jan. 4.

Inside MLB

Hot Stove sizzles; Cabrera, Young change hands at winter meetings
by

Peter Bendix

Senior Staff Writer

The Detroit Tigers swung one of
the biggest trades in recent history,
acquiring third baseman Miguel
Cabrera and pitcher Dontrelle
Willis from the Florida Marlins.
In exchange, the Marlins received
pitcher Andrew Miller, outfield
prospect Cameron Maybin, backup catcher Mike Rabelo and three
minor league pitchers — Dallas
Trahern, Euglio De La Cruz and
Burke Badenhop.
Cabrera is an incredible hitter
— the best right-handed hitter in
baseball not named Albert. Though
he’ll make a lot of money through
arbitration, he’s 24 years old and
ineligible for free agency for two
more seasons.
Compare Cabrera’s stats to Manny
Ramirez at the same age, and you’ll
see it: Cabrera’s better. Furthermore,
leaving the cavernous confines of
Florida’s Dolphin Stadium will only

help — although Comerica Park is
not exactly a hitter’s haven — and as
good as Cabrera has been, he is only
now entering his prime.
Willis might be a big name, but
he no longer carries a big game.
Despite pitching in the weak
National League and in a pitcher’s
park, Willis had an abysmal 5.17 ERA
last season, and his strikeout rate,
walk rate and home run rate were
all the worst of his career. People
might recognize Willis’s name, but
he is unlikely to be anything more
than a fifth starter, and perhaps a
poor one at that, in the American
League.
In exchange, the Marlins received
a hefty package from Detroit. Miller,
a lefty, was perhaps the top talent in
the 2006 draft, but fell to the Tigers
at the sixth pick due to signability
concerns.
Miller dominated at high-A and
AA ball in 2007 before being promoted to the majors, where he
predictably struggled somewhat.

However, his ability to strike batters out — 7.88 per nine innings in
the majors this year — and induce
ground balls makes him reminiscent of a left-handed version of
Brandon Webb. He was rushed to
the majors this year but could be
one of the National League’s best
pitchers as soon as next season.
Maybin is a scout’s dream, dripping with tools. He backed his skills
up with a very solid performance in
high-A ball this season before being
promoted too quickly to the parent
team for the stretch run.
Maybin struggled in Detroit, even
after hitting his first major league
home run off of Roger Clemens.
However, he’s just 20 years old and
had no business being in the majors
this season. He’s still one of the top
five prospects in baseball, and his
ceiling is as high as anyone’s.
Like the 2005 deal between the
Marlins and the Boston Red Sox
involving Josh Beckett, Florida is
trading an extremely talented

young player, but once again they
are receiving tremendous value in
return. This trade seems to be a winwin.
In another trade that will likely
benefit both teams, the Minnesota
Twins and Tampa Bay Rays recently exchanged promising youngsters.
Each squad dealt one of its top
young players, something that very
rarely happens anymore.
The Twins received right fielder Delmon Young from the Rays,
along with infielder Brendan Harris
and minor league outfielder Jason
Pridie. In return, the Rays received
pitcher Matt Garza, shortstop Jason
Bartlett and relief prospect Eduardo
Morlan.
Both teams dealt from positions
of strength and filled needs. The
Twins have a tremendous amount
of young pitching and seemed to
sour on Garza, despite his excellent
scouting reports and fantastic statistics.
The Rays traded Young, who may

well end up in the Hall of Fame one
day, but he might also never develop the plate discipline needed to be
anything more than above-average.
Tampa Bay, however, has a plethora
of outfielders, both in the majors
and minors.
The Rays likely would not have
dealt Young for Garza straight up;
however, they received the next
two best players in the deal as well.
Bartlett provides a solid on-base
percentage and, more importantly,
above-average defense at an important position. Morlan had fantastic
statistics as a converted starter and
could be a closer in the future.
The Twins filled a need for offense
and obtained a player with a tremendous ceiling. However, Garza
will slot into the Rays’ rotation right
away as a legitimate No. 2 starter
and Bartlett will provide a huge
defensive upgrade. Even though the
Twins received the best player in the
deal, the Rays took another huge
step towards legitimacy.

Athletes of the Week
MAUREEN O’NEILL, SWIMMING
Freshman Maureen O’Neill has made a mammoth impact in the water for the women’s swim team so far this season. On
Saturday, she swam to victorious times of 30.35 and 55.91 in the 50-yard backstroke and 100 freestyle respectively during the
Jumbos’ win over Brandeis. Last Saturday she won the 50 freestyle event at the MIT Invitational, as Tufts came in second out of
six teams.
During the Jumbos’ 3-0 start in dual meets, O’Neill has amassed a total of seven event wins. She has contributed to wins in
five different events, including the 400 medley, the 200 medley, the 100 freestyle, the 50 freestyle and the 50 backstroke.
Even more impressive than the first-year’s first place finishes is the record which she set on Nov. 28 against Wellesley. While
on the way to winning two events that night, she clocked in a time of 24.53 seconds in the 50 freestyle to break the Tufts
record.
With the addition of 12 freshmen to the team, Tufts has finished the first semester unbeaten in dual meets. Much of the credit
for the team’s hot start goes to the roster’s young talent.
JO DUARA/TUFTS DAILY

JON PIERCE, BASKETBALL
This one gives new meaning to the term “no-brainer.”
As the men’s basketball team opened its December with four wins in eight days, no Jumbo was more vital than junior forward Jon Pierce.
Pierce was the team’s leading scorer in all four wins — in fact, his 104 points on the week are more than any Tufts player has scored all season.
The Jumbos brought a balanced attack to their Dec. 1 win over MIT, with all five starters scoring in double figures, but it was Pierce who led
the way with 18. The Jumbos’ upset of Little East powerhouse Keene State Tuesday included another huge performance from the Belmont native,
who recorded 25 points and season highs of 11 rebounds and six blocks.
But it was Thursday night against Babson when Pierce really let loose. His 36 points against the Beavers at Cousens Gym were the most in any
single game by a Jumbo in over a decade. He was 6-for-10 from beyond the arc and 8-for-8 inside it, leading the Jumbos to an 88-71 victory,
their third in a row. He then scored 25 more in the Jumbos’ fourth straight win, a 98-88 decision over Clark, raising his scoring average to a
NESCAC-leading 23.6 points a game. No one else in the conference is even close.
Pierce was the NESCAC’s Rookie of the Year as a sophomore last year, playing his first season of college basketball after transferring to Tufts
from Drew.
laura schultz/TUFTS DAILY
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Men’s Basketball

High-octane offense tops Clark by 10 Weekend win secures best
by

start in program history

Aaron Frankel

Contributing Writer

It’s not often you can give up 88
points and emerge with a victory,
but the men’s basketball team did
just that on Saturday, using its highest offensive output of the season
to put away the Clark University
Cougars, 98-88, at Cousens Gym.
With the high-scoring win, the
Jumbos are on a roll, having won
four games in eight days to improve
to 5-2 on the year.
Junior forward Jon Pierce led the
way once again with 25 points and
nine rebounds, but Saturday’s game
once again proved that the Jumbos
are far from a one-man team. For
the second time this season, all five
starters reached double figures,
including a career-high 19 points
from junior guard Aaron Gallant
and 19 more from senior tri-captain
Ryan O’Keefe.
The Cougars established their
presence as a physical team early
on. They recovered quickly after the
Jumbos opened the game on a 6-0
run and their bruising style of play
left no love lost between the two
teams.
“There’s definitely some bad
blood between us,” said senior tricaptain Jake Weitzen, who scored 14
points and added six assists. “One of
the guys shoved me on the first play
of the game, and the tone was set
right there.”
A jump ball at 14:42 between
Pierce and three Cougars led to a
scuffle in which sophomore Tom
Selby came off the bench and
received a technical foul. Teammates
restrained both Pierce and Selby.
Cougars head coach John Ginnity
complained to the referees about
the home crowd and multiple Tufts
fans were ejected.
“They were overly physical,”
Weitzen said. “They tried to get us to
focus on individual battles, like the
referees or the coach, rather than
the game.”
Clark used its physical play, which
led to 10 first-half turnovers and several fast-break buckets, to open its
first lead at 22-20 midway through
the opening period. Clark’s aggressive defense produced several turnovers and flustered the Jumbos, who
kept their composure and retook the

by

Rachel Dolin

Daily Editorial Board

David Cohen/Tufts Daily

Senior Jeremy Black crosses halfcourt in the men’s basketball team in
Saturday’s game against Clark. Black was one of five Jumbos in double
figures as Tufts rolled to its fourth straight win, 98-88.
lead on a three-pointer by O’Keefe
with seven minutes remaining in
the half.
“They tried to throw some traps
at us,” Gallant said. “They were a
scrappy team, but we just had to
play our game. They kept hitting
shots, making the game a little more
up-and-down than we’re used to,
but we hit shots also.”
Another three-pointer, this one
by senior Jeremy Black, who contributed 10 points and three assists
for the Jumbos at the point, gave the
Jumbos a 37-34 lead. They would
never trail again.
Black handled the Clark pressure
very well, overcoming the Cougars’
press and limiting his offensive
miscues. Black now has 11 assists
and three turnovers in his last two
games, boosting his season’s assistto-turnover ratio to 1.5.
“Their press was more of a slowdown than an actual press,” Weitzen
said. “The way [Black] handled it
made us able to get us a lot of easy
baskets. We were able to free up guys
like Gallant for a lot of open looks.”
With Tufts up 47-43 at the break,
the teams traded baskets for the better part of the half until the Jumbos
finally pulled away. Clark never
got closer than four points, pull-

ing to 75-71 at the 7:30 mark, when
their up-tempo style of play finally
stalled.
Senior forward Pat Landers, who
scored 14 first-half points for Clark,
was held to only four in the second
half.
“It was just a matter of focusing on him,” Weitzen said. “He got
a couple buckets off their guards’
penetration and dump-off in the
first half, but we turned our attention to him in the second. We did a
better job denying him post position.”
Clark junior Peter Normandin led
all scorers with 29 points, including an impressive 10-for-10 from
the free throw line. As a team, the
Cougars shot 90 percent and got 26
of their 88 points from the stripe.
The Cougars switched to a fullcourt man-to-man defense with
2:15 left in the contest, but it was
too late. The Jumbos responded to
the press with great ball movement
and some easy baskets and cruised
to the 10-point victory.
The Jumbos will travel to
Plymouth State on Tuesday.
Traditionally a regional contender,
the Panthers have started the season slowly, and a four-game losing
streak has them at 3-5 on the year.

It took just nine games over
three weeks for the 2007-08
women’s basketball team to write
itself into the Tufts record books.
With a 61-40 victory over
Wellesley Saturday, the Jumbos
bumped their record to 9-0 and
set the program mark for the best
start in the team’s 36-year history. And the country has taken
notice; for the first time in over a
decade, Tufts has broken into the
USA Today Top 25, according to
the most recent poll released on
Dec. 4.
While the final score in win
number nine was an impressive
one, it wasn’t all smooth sailing
to the 21-point margin. The start
of the game looked eerily similar to Thursday night’s game at
Simmons, in which the team dug
itself a 7-0 hole in less than two
minutes and had to play catch up
for part of the first half. Against
Wellesley, Tufts did not take the
lead for good until junior Stacy
Filocco hit a three at the 8:15
mark in the first to make it 16-13,
Tufts.
The Jumbos’ 33-27 halftime
lead was nearly too small to keep
Wellesley at bay. Less than a minute into the second half, a steal
from junior Jessica Duff and a
three-pointer from sophomore
Laura Barrett put the Blue within
three, 33-30. But that was the
closest they would come as a
10-2 run, capped off by a threepointer from freshman point
guard Colleen Hart, her 19th of
the season and three of her 15
points on the night.
“We have a tendency to play
at the level of our opponents,”
junior center Katie Puishys said.
“And the last two schools we’ve
played, though they were good
and came out hard, we had the
expectation coming into the
games that we didn’t really need
to play Jumbo basketball.”
After losing to Tufts 90-45 last
season, Wellesley shook things
up this time around by employing a 2-3 zone. Apart from a cou-

ple possessions of man-to-man
defense, Tufts had to rely on its
zone offenses for most of the
game, which yielded a slowerpaced game than the squad is
used to playing.
“[The close score] was a credit
to Wellesley’s defense — they
slowed down the game,” coach
Carla Berube said. “We used ... 25
seconds of every shot clock and
were unable to score as much as
we’d like.
“We didn’t run our offenses
the way we needed to,” she continued. “We didn’t penetrate the
gaps like we needed to and we
turned the ball over too much in
our break.”
When the Jumbos finally
started driving to the hoop and
hitting outside shots, they were
able to pull away. Once again,
Hart led the way with 15 points
on 4-of-7 shooting from beyond
the arc. She has shot nearly 54
percent from long distance this
season.
Tufts had to shake up its starting lineup this week when junior
starting guard Kim Moynihan
was sidelined with an orbital
fracture. In both Thursday’s
and Saturday’s games, sophomore Katie Wholey started in
Moynihan’s place, playing 21
minutes on Thursday and 10 on
Saturday.
“Kim has emerged as one of
our emotional leaders. That was
lacking a little bit [the last two
games],” Berube said. “She also
does a nice job getting into the
paint off the dribble. We missed
her, but we definitely have people
who can step up in place of her.”
Losing Moynihan has spread
the minutes down the Jumbo
depth chart, giving an especially
increased role to sophomore forward Julia Baily. The Farmington,
Conn. native has sparked the
lineup over the past two games,
contributing 21 total points and
15 rebounds.
“We’ve had a lot of huge performances from the bench in
the last few games,” junior censee BASKETBALL, page 14

Hockey

Strong final frame leads Jumbos to big win over Conn. College
by Jeremy

Greenhouse

Senior Staff Writer

Last year, the hockey team fell 7-0 to Conn.
College on Dec. 9, lowering its record to 2-6 on
the season. It was a turning point in a disappointing season — after the defeat, Tufts fell in
the next four contests en route to a last-place
NESCAC finish.
This year’s team was determined not to let
history repeat itself.
On Saturday afternoon, Tufts took down
the Camels by a score of 5-3 to finish the fall
semester with a respectable 3-3-1 start.
“This was just a really big win and a great
comeback,” senior tri-captain Ross Gimbel
said. “It felt real nice. They played us really well
last year and beat us by a lot, but we got them
this time.”
“A win is always huge for us, especially
going into the break,” senior tri-captain Greg
O’Connell added. “We’re going in satisfied.
Getting a win at home against a team that
handled us pretty well — we’re all real happy.
It was a good performance.”
The first period featured clean skating and
no penalties. Both defenses played well in the
early-going, but the Jumbos broke through
at 15:55 in the first period. Gimbel got the

puck off a giveaway in the Camels’ zone and
passed to senior Kurt Hertzog. Hertzog found
O’Connell, who buried his first goal of the
season. The Jumbos outshot the Camels 9-6 in
the period.
“The first period was pretty tame,”
O’Connell said. “We got a goal and held a 1-0
lead. There were no penalties, and it was even.
But in the second, it picked up.”
The middle stanza seemed like an entirely
different game. Just over halfway through,
the Camels scored an equalizer, as sophomore Ryan Howarth poked the puck past
senior goalie James Kalec in a scramble in
front of the net. A minute and a half later, the
Jumbos served their second penalty of the
game. Conn. College capitalized, as a failed
Tufts clear resulted in a Camel power play goal
at the 15:07 mark in the second.
But the special-teams play did not stop
there. Less than a minute later, the Jumbos
earned a man advantage. With the power play
ending, sophomore Doug Wilson grabbed the
puck, skated up from the point, and wristed
it top shelf to even the game at two goals
apiece.
The action continued with Tufts committing its second game-disqualifying penalty, a
five-minute major. With just over a minute left

James Choca/Tufts Daily

Freshman forward Lindsay Walker had three assists for the hockey team in its 5-3 win over
Conn. College Saturday. The Jumbos finished the semester 3-3-1 and will return to action
with a Jan. 4 game against Plattsburgh State.
in the period, Conn. sophomore Ryan Joyce the second period. They would not find the
fired low from the point but was stopped by net again.
Kalec. The rebound found the stick of junior
“In the second period, they were playing
Brian Liamero, who cleaned it up for the
Camels’ third goal in the last eight minutes of
see HOCKEY, page 15

